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More Beyond the River for Jaffna
Duleep Goonewardene
Abstract: The Peninsula of Jaffna has the greatest concentration of dug wells in the Island. It is the
only part in the entire country where no perennial rivers exist. Hence the area does not get accounted
in the standard 103 River Basins. The surface beneath abounds in Karstic Limestone, at times, from
almost surface level. This assists in storing the moderate rainfall, which runs to the sea or inland
lagoons relatively slowly, due to its flat terrain.For centuries this region has been self sufficient in
water to grow its own food and for consumption of a large population, without any water imports
from outside. This paper investigates how this water can be preserved and enhanced for the future,,
by creating internal freshwater lagoons.
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1. Introduction

The surplus flow enters the Elephant Pass
lagoon, i.e., the lagoon to the East of Elephant
Pass bridge, and goes to waste in the open sea,
through the large bridge at Elephant Pass.

The article below, first published in 1954, is
essential in understanding the vision of the
man, Eng.S. Arumugam, a former Deputy
Director of Irrigation, one of the very few who
have been honoured by the publication of a
Commemoration Volume by the Institution of
Engineers.

One day in the month of February 1949, a
family travelling on the road had stopped on
the road near the Elephant Pass bridge, for their
picnic lunch. When washing their hands in the
water the fond father was heard explaining to
his little son's inquiries the reason for the
presence of fresh water on the East side of the
road in spite of the west side being open sea.

1.1 River for Jaffnafl]
Jaffna with a scanty rainfall which can
sometimes be only 30" is different from the
other parts of the Northern Province which
enjoy a rainfall of over 60" during the year.

The little boy's impetuous response was "Let us
bring some earth in our car and fill up the
bridge, and then there will be fresh water
always!"

To convey the beneficial aspects of the abundant
rainfall from one part of the province to another
which is bereft of such bounty, is a legitimate
aspiration for agricultural development.

That year the Kanagarayan aru had a copious
flow; the Iranamadu irrigation tank had filled
and been spilling. The surplus flow had filled
the lagoon to the east of the road, and though
the Iranamadu tank had stopped spilling in
January, the water in the east lagoon was still
fresh even in February. But it would soon
become brackish due to sea water entry
through the bridge unless some earth was
brought and filling done.

The late K. Balasingham, Member of the
Legislative Council, visualized early in the 1930
decade, the utilization of the lagoons by their
conversion into fresh water lakes. His criterion
was the oft-repeated saying of Parakrama Bahu
the Great that "not a drop of rain should be
allowed to flow into the ocean without
profiting man".

That the water in the Eastern side of the road
should remain fresh throughout the year, forms

These led to the consideration of the full
utilization of the flood waters of Kanagarayan
aru, the main river in the Northern Province.
The aru has its source in Vavuniya and passes
through Puliyankulam Mankulam area to fill
Iranamadu tank.
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